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Total (60 Marks)
I- Vocabulary (8 Marks )

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d: (4 x l =  4 )
1. T he.................system can be improved by eating healthy food and doing exercises.

a) fictinal b) immune

c) giant d) magnetic

2. Children often, 

a) fall off

c) cry out

.when they first ride their bikes but they never stop trying.

b) head for 

d) take away

3. Nowadays we can reach our destinations 

a) destructively

c) globally

........by using Google Maps.

b) directly
d) accidentally

4. The brain is the most important organ so it is protected by a hard, 

a) tape b) seaweeds

c) skull d) landmark

B) Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: (4 x l=  4) 

(linked / slow down / simply / tropical / speed )

5. Tropical fruits are good for having a healthy body.

6. The internet amazingly linked people all over the world.

7. Driving at high speed is the main reason for car accidents.

8. To lose weight, you can simply walk for 30 minutes every day.
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11“ Grammar ( 5 MARKS )

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d (4x1/2=2 marks)
9. If the weather is nice. I ........................camping with my family. V 5

a) would go b) have gone
c) will go d) was going

10. Neither Ahmed...................Ali won the race yesterday.
a) or b) nor
c) and d) that

11. Passing by the place.................... I was born makes me so happy.
a) which b) what
c) who d) where

12. Is there......................... in the fridge to eat? I'm very hungry.
a) anything b) something
c) nothing d) everything

B) Do as required between brackets: ( 3 x 1  = 3)
13. My friend had to buy a new car instead of the old one. (Make negative)

My friend didn't have to buy a new car instead of the old one.
14.Scientists discovered new ways to solve the traffic problems. (Change into passive)

New ways were discovered to solve the traffic problem.
15.The boy was sick. He went to school. (Use : Although)

Although the boy was sick, he went to school.
Ill -  Language Functions ( 6 MARKS) 

Write what you would say in these situations (3x 2 = 6)
16. You were asked about your plans after finishing the high school.
...............talking about future plans....................

17. Your friend always uses the earphones to listen to loud music.
...............Giving advice.....................

18. Someone says that global warming isn't a serious problem.
....................disagreeing.......................

IV- Set Book Questions (6 Marks)
Answer (ONLY three) out of the following questions: (3 X 2= 6)

19. How can a creative person help his country?
He may invent a useful invention.

20. Why do many people enjoy going to Al-Khiran resort?
To do many activities like swimming, walking,............

21 .How did people used to send messages in the past?
They used pigeons, messengers , fire.....etc

22. What did astronomers use to navigate across the desert?
They used a compass or navigate using the stars.

Any reasonable answer is accepted
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V- Writing (15 marks)

Rubrics M ark Total m ark
Pre-writing techniques (brainstorming, mind-mapping, outlining) .....  / 2

........./1 5
exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences .....  /1 0
Spelling and structure .....  / 2
Handwriting, spacing and punctuation. ...... / 1

"The environment is facing many dangers because of Man’s behaviour." 

Plan and write a report of 10 sentences (TWO PARAGRAPHS) about "Saving the 

Environment" with the help of the following guide words.

1st Paragraph: (Dangers that face the environment)

(pollution -  over fishing -  hunting -  cutting down trees)

2nd Paragraph: (How to save the environment )

(reducing energy -  recycling -  planting -  reuse - smoke) 

Writing plan
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VI- Reading Comprehension ( 20 marks )
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: X 2 0

Ahmed looked out the window of the school bus. Normally, he liked to count the trees 
he saw on the way to school. They always looked so beautiful especially in spring. But 
today was different. Ahmed had a competition.

Ahmed had never taken part in competitions before. His teacher made a spelling 
competition for the fifth grade classes. She explained that to do well in the competition, the 
students would have to memorise their spelling words and rewrite them without any 
mistakes. This made Ahmed feel very nervous. What would happen if he made mistakes? 
He was pretty good at spelling, but sometimes words sound different than they look. He 
practiced all the words five times each last night. He hoped it was enough.

When Ahmed got to school, he didn't feel well. His stomach hurt. Ahmed went straight 
to the nurse's office, but the nurse told him that he wasn't sick. He went back to class. The 
teacher said to him that she was happy to see him as they were about to start. The teacher 
gave the students the lists of words. Ahmed was the best one of them all because he spelled 
all the words without any mistakes.

A) Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d : ( 4 x 2Vi = 10)
23. The best title for the passage could b e ................................................

a- The Spelling Competition. b- The Angry Teacher
c- The Lazy Students d- The Difficult Words

24. The underlined word " memoriee " in paragraph (2) means......................
a- forget b- boast
c- learn d- book

25. The pronoun "They" in paragraph (2) refers t o ........................
a- mistakes b- words
c- students d- classes

26. The main idea of paragraph (3) is about.................................................
a- describing Ahmed's feelings b- what made the students happy
c- the list of spelling mistakes d- how the teacher spelled the words

B) Answer the following questions:- (4X21/2 = 10)
27. What did Ahmed like to do on his way to school?

He liked to count the trees he saw on the way to school.
28. How many times did Ahmed practise the words?

He practiced all the words five times each last night.
29. Where did Ahmed go when he got to school?
Ahmed went straight to the nurse's office.

30. Who won the competition? Why?
Ahmed won the competition because he spelled all the words without any mistakes.
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Total Mark (60 Marks)

I. Vocabulary (8 Marks)

A. From a, b, c and d choose the best completion. (4x1=4 M)

1. My father spent the last 10 years of his job as a/an.............to the Ministry of Health.

a. charity b. cable c. advisor d. event

2. Most students did even better than.................at their latest English exams.

a. expected b. migrated c. stared d. tasted

3. We all loved grandma’s stories; she seemed to always have a/an.................story to tell.

a. frozen b. immune c. expensive d. amazing

4. The doctor advised my grandfather to take a daily walk in a park and breathe................

a. accidentally b. deeply c. destructively d. globally

B. Fill in the spaces with words from the list: (4x1= 4 M)

(keep in touch / simply / rare / satellite / navigate)

5. Some birds fly at night and navigate by the stars.

6. White elephants are rare. There are only a few of them left in Asia.

7. To shut down the computer, simply press this button for 30 seconds.

8. Facebook, Twitter, and other apps help us to keep in touch with others around the world.
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II. Grammar (5 Marks)

A. From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: (4x Vi -  2 M)

9. We have lived in this house........................ 1970.

a. for b. since c. already d. yet

10.1 am looking.........my car keys. Would you please help me find them?

a. at b. in c. out d. for

11. How.........................have you stayed in Dubai?

a. long b. many c. far d. much

12. Thank you for your email.......................was very interesting.

a. who b. which c. when d. where

B. Do as required: (3X1=3 M)

13. The Japanese made the first CD players in 1982. (Change into passive)

The first CD players were made (by the Japanese) in 1982.

14. If you study hard enough, you (get) high marks. (Correct the verb)
sss

If you study hard enough, you will / can get high marks.

15. Saad likes swimming. Khaled likes swimming. (Join using: both...and)

Both Saad and Khaled like swimming.
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III. Language Functions (6 Marks)

Write what you would say in the following situations: (3x2= 6 M)

16. Your teacher would like to know why you were absent yesterday.

Giving Reasons

17. Your younger brother wants to improve his English but doesn’t know what to do.

Suggesting / Giving Advice

18. You’re at a restaurant. The waiter wants to know if you’ll take meat or chicken for lunch.

Expressing Preference

Any reasonable response is accepted.

IV. Set Book Questions (6 Marks)

Answer only Three of the following questions: (3x2=6 M)

19. What should you do you keep fit?

I should eat healthy food, take exercise, sleep well etc.

20. Communication technology has improved our lives. Explain by giving examples.

We can watch news stories from all over the world, learn facts and information, 
enjoy entertainment.

21. Why do some animals migrate?

To breed. / To find food./ To find warmer weather. / To raise their young. / To 
escape bad weather.

22. How is the human brain protected from injury?

It is surrounded by a thick tissue. / It floats in a fluid. / It is surrounded by a hard 
and strong skull.

Any reasonable answer is accepted.
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V. Writing (15 Marks)

Al-Khiran is a wonderful resort in southern Kuwait. Plan and write a report of two 
paragraphs (10 sentences) about “A day at Al-Khiran resort”.

The following guidewords may help you:

Paragraph 1, Preparations: get up early / excited / swimsuit / food

Paragraph 2, Activities: sailing / swimming / beach volleyball / gym

Exposition of ideas, paragraphing & 
number of sentences

Prewriting
techniques

Spelling and 
Grammar

Handwriting 
spacing & Pun.

Total Mark

10 2 2 1 15
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VI. Reading Comprehension (20 Marks)

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:

Edward Jenner was one of the greatest English doctors. He was bom in 1749. Jenner is 
famous because he discovered how to prevent a serious disease called smallpox, which 
killed a lot of people at that time.

Jenner discovered that there was a disease similar to smallpox called cowpox. Cowpox 
affected cows but could also be caught by humans. However, cowpox was not as serious as 
smallpox, and people did not usually die from this disease. He spoke to the women who 
worked with the cows and discovered that many of them had caught cowpox. He then 
discovered that the dairy maids who had already caught cowpox never caught smallpox. He 
wanted to try and find out the reasons why this happened and decided to do some 
experiments.

Jenner took a sample of the disease from a person with cowpox and scratched it into 
the arm of an 8-year-old boy called James. A few days later, James became ill with cowpox, 
but he soon got better. Jenner then took a sample from someone with smallpox and scratched 
that into James’ arm to see if he would develop smallpox. He didn’t! Jenner had developed 
the world’s first vaccine to protect people from smallpox.

A. From a, b, c and d choose the best completion: (4 X 2/4 = 10 M)

23. The best title for the passage i s .......................................................................................
a. English Doctors
b. Animal Diseases
c. Working with Cows
d. The World’s First Vaccine

24. The underlined word prevent in the 1st paragraph means...............
a. to try
b. to stop
c. to help
d. to develop
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25. The underlined word them in the 2nd paragraph refers t o ...........................................
a. doctors
b. people
c. women
d. humans

26. The 3rd paragraph mainly............................................................................................
a. describes Dr. Jenner’s experiments
b. explains how people get this disease
c. compares smallpox with cowpox
d. shows the causes of smallpox

B. Answer the following questions: (4 X 2Vi = 10 M)

27. When was Edward Jenner bom?
He was born in 1749.

28. Why is Edward Jenner famous?
Because he discovered how to prevent a serious disease called smallpox. / He 
developed the world’s first smallpox vaccine.

29. What was special about the women who worked with the cows?
They never caught smallpox.

30. Why did Jenner scratch samples of smallpox into James’ arm?
To see if he would develop smallpox/ the disease.
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